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RP3 
The discourse basis for lexical categories 
in universal grammar

Q1: What are the traditional definitions 
of Nouns and Verbs?
Q2: What are the discourse bases for 
the two categories?
Q3:  What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?
Q4: How is the correlation revealed in 
Ns and Vs?



Q1: What are the traditional 
definitions of Nouns and Verbs? 



1. What are the traditional definitions of 
Nouns and Verbs?

Morphological
Semantic
Syntatic



Morphology

This criterion takes the possibility of a form’s 
combining with different types of inflectional 
morphemes as the basis for identifying 
categories. 
A noun is defined as a form which is 
“declined” according to case, number and 
gender. A verb is defined as a form which is 
“conjugated” according to person, tense, and 
mood.



Semantics

That the major categories are associated with 
fairly consistent semantics classes were 
recognized by the earliest grammarians.

Noun: a part of speech inflected for case, 
signifying a person or thing. (Dionysius 
Thrax)



Syntax

By this criterion, it is the abstract system of 
grammar which predetermines the 
membership of a form in its category. 
(syntactic arguments for determining 
boundaries among word classes)

The distinction of Subject and Predicate



Problems

Morphological
Non-inflectional languages

Semantic
The difficulty of applying semantic or “notional”
criteria consistently

Syntactic
Participles



Q2: What are the discourse 
bases for the two categories?



What are the discourse bases for 
the two categories?

1. A property of human 
categorization

2. Function
3. Contrast



A property of human categorization

Human categorization is not arbitrary, 
but proceeds from central to peripheral 
instances.



Function

Bates & MacWhinney
Prototypical V: denote a concrete, 
kinetic, visible, effective action
Prototypical N: denote a visible 
(tangible etc.) object



Function

Although such semantic features are 
needed, they don’t adequate for assigning 
form to its lexical class.
Linguistic function in the discourse is 
more important! 
Any absolute, non-contextual division of 
the lexicon into “noun stems” and “verb 
stems” will have only a limited validity.



Function

e.g. Foxes are cunning.
We went fox-hunting in the 

Berkshires.
not denote a concrete, perceptible 
entity   in this use



Function
e.g. 
Early in the chase the hounds started up 
an old fox, and we hunted him all 
morning.
The prototypical N is achieved only when 
some individual fox is introduced as a 
participant in the discourse.

Semantic features are in fact derivative of 
their discourse roles.



Function

Prototypical V: assert the occurrence of 
an event of the discourse
e.g.
To throw a log that size takes a great 
deal of strength.
We watched the log-throwing contest.
The man throwing the log slipped and 
fell.
Less prototypical V



Function

Prototypical V is achieved only when the 
event of throwing is actually asserted.

e.g. After the break, he threw the log. 



Why prototypical Verbs are “kinetic” and 
Nouns are “thing-like”?
V: properties of prototypical events
which Verbs report, not because of 
intrinsic semantic features of the Verbs
N: the nature of participant in the 
discourse instead of semantic facts about 
Nouns. 

Function



Contrast
A form which is prototypical of its category 
will tend to display all those characteristics 
of that category.

Prototypical instances of categories are
maximally distinct from one another
Widest degree of morpho-syntactic
contrast



Prototypical
Early in the chase the hounds started up 
an old fox, and we hunted him all 
morning.
After the break, he threw the log.

Non-prototypical
We went fox-hunting in the Berkshires.
To throw a log that size takes a great deal 
of strength.



Q3:  What is the functional 
correction the author try to 
establish?



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

The lexical semantic facts about N’s and V’s 
are secondary to their discourse roles

Prototypical N:
It must play certain role in the discourse in which it 
figures.

Prototypical V:
It must assert the occurrence of an event of the 
discourse.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

prototypical / non-prototypical N
(2)Foxes are cunning.
(3)We went fox-hunting in the Berkshires.
(4)Early in the chase the hounds started up an old red fox, and we 

hunted him all morning.

Prototypical / non-prototypical V
(5)To throw a log that size takes a great deal of strength.
(6)We watched the log-throwing contest.
(7)The man throwing the log slipped and fell.
(8)After the break, McTavish threw the log.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Categoriality hypothesis:
1) Shifts from the nominal to the verbal 
category

2)Shifts from the verbal to the nominal 
category



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

nominal root
Root     semantic content 

verbal root
unclear

∵Derivational morphological process



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Zulu: the suffix –i adds the meaning “one who --s” to 
a V stem
(137) -cul- > um-cul-i ‘singer’

sing   CLF-sing-AGT

Rukai: the prefix i- adds to a place N, results in a V 
meaning “to stay at”
(138) baLiw > i-baLiw ‘stay at home’

home    stay-home

shift a root into the other 
category



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Languages often possess rather 
elaborate morphology
sole function is to convert verbal roots 
into N’s

(139) propose    proposal 
create       creation

sell         selling 
excite         excitement

Verbal root has been converted into a 
nominal form.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

It is sufficient simply to use it as a V, 
attaching standard verbal tense 
/aspect/mood and person morphology 
directly.

(140)a. We squirreled away $500 last year.
b. She breakfasts with the mayor on Tuesdays.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Languages tend to have special nominalizing
morphology, but no special sproductive
verbalizing morphology.

Languages seem to be able to derive 
predicates productively from either nominal 
or verbal roots, while generally requiring 
nominalizing morphology to derive a N from a 
verbal root.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Why?
In the difference between their functions in 

discourse.
a nominalization names as event taken as an entity. 
(Nominalization still names an event, and it is being 
referred to rather than reported on in the discourse.  
But it is still in part a V.)

a verbalization doesn’t name an entity taken as an 
event, but simply names as event associated with 
some entity.
(A denominal V no longer names an entity at all, and 
thus has no nominal ‘stains’ to prevent its being a V.)



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

A nominalization qualifies as a 
methaphor. (Lakoff & Johnson)

Because human cognition can deal 
with concrete entities more easily than 
with abstractions. The process is 
unidirectional.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

(141) The preparation of manuscript takes 
several weeks.

(the actual event background information entity)

(142) The resulting mixture is shaped into 
balls.

(a concrete entity + an event of mixing)

(143)We squirreled away $500 last year.
(The V squirreled away reports an event. )



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

The function of nominalizations is to
REFER TO EVENTS, but there is no 
analogous function for ‘verbalizations’. 

A form referring to an event taken as 
an entity is functioning neither to report 
an event nor to refer to a manipulable
entity; but it has elements of both.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

Nominalizing morphology: 
A N ‘used as’ a V.

It shows precisely that morphology 
which is appropriate for its function as a 
V.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

1. Iconicity:
The less a linguistic element is required 
by the discourse either to report an 
event or introduce an entity for 
potential discourse manipulation, the 
less saliently it will be marked as a 
member of the category which 
languages universally designate to 
carry that function.



What is the functional correction 
the author try to establish?

2. Linguistic forms are in principle to be 
considered as lacking categoriality 
completely unless nounhood or 
verbhood is forced on them by their 
discourse functions.

Categoriality -the realization of a form 
as either a N or a V-is imposed on the 
form by discourse.



Q4. How is the correlation 
revealed in Ns and Vs?



Forms which do 
not refer

N fails to refer to 
a concrete entity, 
but instead the 
general or sortal 
class of such 
entities.

N’s which do refer to 
actual discourse 
entities, but whose 
referents are not 
important for the 
subsequent 
discourse.

Non-Discourse- 
Manipulable Forms



1. Incorporation of 
Patient

2. Incorporation of 
Obliques

3. Noun 
Compounding

4. Predicate Nominals
5. Nominals in the 

Scope of Negation

1. Anaphora
2. Body Parts

Forms which do 
not refer

Non-Discourse- 
Manipulable Forms



1. Incorporation of Patient (Ponapean)
a.   I   pahn dok-o-mwomw.

I  FUT   Spear-VWI-fish
‘ I will spear fish.’

b.   I   pahn doakoa mwahnwa-o.
I   FUT   spear    fish-DET
‘ I will spear the fish.’

Forms which do not refer



2. Incorporation of Obliques
a. We went to school by train.

3. Noun Compounding
a. the Bernoullian principle
b. a Caesarian operation

Forms which do not refer



4. Predicate Nominals (Japanese)
tai           wa sakana da.
snapper   TOP   fish      be
‘ The red snapper is a fish.’

5. Nominals in the Scope of Negation
wo mei mai (*yi-ben)   shu.
I   NEG   buy  one-CLF   book
‘ I didn’t buy any book.’

Forms which do not refer



1. Anaphora
(wo) bu xihuan (ta).
( I  ) NEG   like     (him)

2. Body Parts (Kosraean)

a. sifac luhlahp kacl Sohn arlac fiyaciac.
head-IMPRS  big         of.him John       very        grey

‘ John’s big head is very grey-haired.’= ‘ John is grey-headed’
b. lwac sucf lacyot kacl Sohn arlac fiyaciac.

CLF  head.CIT right   of.him John   very  grey
‘The right side of John’s head is grey-haired.’

Non-Discourse-Manipulable Forms



Verbs

A discourse event can be seen as an 
answer to the question “What 
happened?” The examples below all 
demonstrate that when a V cannot be 
taken as answering this question, and it 
will tend not to manifest the morpho- 
syntactic trappings of prototypical V’s in 
that language.



Stative V’s report not events, but states; 
they do not answer the question ‘What 
happened?’

1. Stativity



1.1 Predicate Adjectives (Chickasaw)
a. chokma-li ‘I act good’

good-Ⅰ.1sg.
b. sa-chokma ‘I’m good.’

Ⅱ.1sg.-good
c. am-chokma ‘I feel good’

Ⅲ.1sg.-good

1. Stativity



1.2 Attribution
a. the stolen sheep
b. My friend is dizzy.   (temporary)
c. My dizzy friend        (durable)

1.3 Existential Clauses    (Mandarin)
a. you    *{-le/-zhe/-guo}     mayi zai chouti-li.

EXIST *{PERF/DUR/EXPER} ant   at  drawer-in
‘There are ants in the drawer.’

1. Stativity



1.4 Copula Clauses (Mandarin)
wo shi *{le/-zhe/-guo}  Taiwan ren.
I   COP  *{PERF/DUR/EXPER}     Taiwan  person

1. Stativity



2. Irrealis

A V form can failed to carry out its 
prototypical verbal function by 
expressing not a report of an 
action, but a wish, desire, 
command, or projection into the 
future.



Swahili:
a.  Ni-na-pik-a ‘I am cooking.’

1sg.-PRES-cook-INDIC
b.  Ni-li-pik-a ‘I cooked.’

1sg.-PAST-cook-INDIC
c.   Ni-pik-e ‘Let me cook.’

1sg.-cook-SUBJUNC

2. Irrealis



Verbs in negative clauses are not 
prototypical event-reporting V’s, 
since negative clauses deny the 
affirmative state of affairs.

3. Verbs in Negative Clauses



3. Verbs in Negative Clauses

Finnish:
a.  (Me)  to-i-mme kirjan

1pl.  Bring-PAST-1pl.  Books
‘We brought the books.’

b.  (Me) e-mme tuo-neet kirjaa
1pl.  NEG-1pl.  Bring-PART  books
‘We didn’t bring the books.’



4. Serial Verbs

A V form which ‘share the spotlight’ 
with another is less like a V in reporting 
an event than one which reports the 
event by itself.



Mandarin:
wo da-dianhua gei ta.
1sg. Make-phone.call give 3sg.
‘I’ll call him/her on the phone.’

4. Serial Verbs



Two non-prototypical V’s reporting 
a single event.

5. Compound Verbs



Mandarin:
a.   ta la-kai-le men.

3sg. Pull-be.open-PERF door 
‘S/he opened the door.’

b. *ta la-le-kai men
3.sg. Pull-PERF-be.open door

5. Compound Verbs



6. Dependent Clauses
In connected discourse, speakers typically 
distinguish foregrounded reported events 
from other material which they intend to be 
taken as background.



6.1 Verb Function as Noun
a. the gathering of wild fruits

6.2 Relative Clauses
a. the person standing in the corner
b. their bread-baking techniques

6. Dependent Clauses



6.3 Purpose Clauses (Kinyarwanda)
abaantu bi-iig-ir-a ku-menya ubweenge.
people SU-study-BEN-ASP INF-know knowledge

‘People study in order to learn.’

6. Dependent Clauses



6.4 The ‘Absolute’ Construction
The Spaniards trudged forward, chasing 
one rumor after another.

6.5 The ‘Chaining’ Construction (Papuan)
no  ire  i-na ame ruor-ia {-ke/-e}
1pl. food eat-CONJ child  wash-3pl. {FUT/PAST}

‘ Having eaten food, we {will wash/washed} 
the children.

6. Dependent Clauses



6.6 Bound Clauses (Complements)    (Southern Ute)

a. mamá-ci wụụka-maku-kwa.
woman-ABS    work-finish-PAST

‘The woman finished working.’

b. mamá-ci tụka-vaa-ci ?asti-kya.
woman-ABS eat-MOD-NOM want-PAST

‘The woman wanted to eat.’

6. Dependent Clauses



RP3 
The discourse basis for lexical 
categories in universal grammar

Thank you!
Presenter: 
陳奕勳、吳佳純、劉佳玲、廖佩瑜
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